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There are, of course, many and obvious exceptions to its
accuracy: the negroes in America speak English, the
themselves  in  it  beyond  the   elementary   act   of  "bargaining  or  asking
simple questions.
"In many parts of the country Greek vies with Turkish as a
language in common use—furnishing a medium of thought less colored
by Oriental subtlety than Turkish, but offering all the poetic beauty of
expression that has been the heritage of the world from the Greek culture
of the past ages of art and literature. It is true that the ignorant Greek
peasant, for example, does not speak the Greek of cultured society. His
vocabulary is small and more or less mixed with foreign words, but even
in such cases the listener is often surprised by epigrammatic sayings that
he little expected to hear.
"The difference between Ancient and Modern Greek is a matter of
degree diminishing as education and culture increase. The language
of the Greek press in Turkey as well as in Greece is being constantly
purified and improved, and the influence of the fine Greek schools that
exist wherever Greeks are found in the Ottoman Empire is strong in the
direction of restoring the ancient beauty of the Greek language.
"The Armenian language differs totally from any of the others. It
is also a very old language and is found in an ancient and modern
form, and it belongs by general consent to a separate family of the
Aryan languages. It was reduced to writing in the fourth century, A. D,,
and possesses a literature of some importance. The most flourishing
period of this literature extends from the fourth to the fourteenth cen-
tury, a.d. Its alphabet is difficult, comprising thirty-six characters.
The Armenian press endeavors, as does the Greek, to restore the purity
and greater richness of its ancient form, in which movement the in-
fluence of the more advanced Armenian schools is strong. Modern
Armenian as it is spoken in regions distant from centers of culture often
retains some expressions belonging to the ancient language that would
not be heard elsewhere; but on the other hand, in regions where the
Turkish population is numerous, many of the concise idioms of Turkish
have been adopted in Armenian.
"The Kurdish language is also very old in origin, for at the dawn of
history the mountains overhanging Assyria were held by a people named
Gutu, signifying 'warrior' expressed in Assyrian by the synonym of
Kordu, which means the same as the Greek name Karadakes, which Strabo,
the geographer, used in the first century b.c. in speaking of the Kurds. It
is an old Persian patois mixed with Chaldean and Turanian elements,
which may be traced back to Babylonian times. It is not wholly without
literature, but there are no books in common use for the people and
no schools except in places where they have been established by mis-
sionary effort.
"The Arabic language is that of the Koran and holy to the Moham-
medan races. As a means of expression, it abounds in those picturesque
phrases, which truly represent the East. Arabic is a wonderful language,
but is understood by few believers or non-believers.
"The last national language to be mentioned is the Albanian. Tfcia
is considered by philologists as the only surviving language of the Thraco-

